
From the coarse level l= L-1, we upsample the signal 
by a factor of 2 at each level by solving the following 
weighted least square (WLS) using a recent FGS solver.  
 

Guided interp. :
Next, another WLS is solved with the output d* as 
guidance and bicubic interpoplated signal as input. 
Joint filtering:
 

We then check the consistency between the output 
and the bicubic upsampled data and pick the most 
consistent points to add to the data mask map       . 
The process is repeated until the finest level (l = 0).  

The common objective is to densify a set of sparse data, either regularly  
distributed or scattered, to a full image grid via 2D guided interpolation. 

Fast Guided Global Interpolation  
for Depth and Motion 
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Motion Interpolation 

WLS EpicFlow-NW EpicFlow-LA FGI (ours) 
Clean 3.23 3.17 2.65 2.75 
Final 4.68 4.55 4.10 4.14 

Runtime (sec) 0.21 0.80 0.94 0.39 
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Performance (EPE) on MPI Sintel training set 

Remark 
• A generic unified approach for guided depth and motion interpolation 
• Generally applicable to other edge-aware filters e.g. the guided filter 
• Competitive results while running much faster than task-specific methods 
• Simple & effective: no variational minimization/extra DT/edge detection 

Performance (EPE) on MPI Sintel testing benchmark 

650x faster than TGV 
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Challenges:  (also loss of details/boundaries, complex, slow…) 
• Texture-copying artifacts due to inconsistent structures 

 
 
 
 
 
 

• Large occlusions, long-range propagation, extrapolation  

Our solution: A hierarchical (coarse-to-fine), multi-pass guided  
interpolation framework that divides the problems into a 
sequence of interpolation tasks each with smaller scale factors 

Depth upsampling and motion interpolation are required to generate a 
dense, high-quality, and high resolution depth map or optical flow field. 
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